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Vision
The Sufi Kathak Foundation is a non-profit registered society founded by
Manjari Chaturvedi to create awareness for Sufi Kathak and other related
ancient performing art traditions. The Foundation works towards
promoting traditional art forms and at the same time providing
scholarships to students pursuing classical music and dance, and also
pension and medical insurance to needy artists.

Mission
The aim of Sufi Kathak Foundation is to promote spiritual dance and
music and world cultural unity, also initiating children and orienting the
youth to become self-employed through arts - dance and music, and evolve
a humanist outlook. The main objective of the foundation is to create
centers for spiritual dance and music, folk & classical dance and organise
training classes, workshops and musical concerts to promote Sufi Kathak
and classical music in India as well as across the world. The society's
mission is also to provide financial and technical assistance to retired
artist as well as to needy students who are committed towards Sufi music
and dance.
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From the President‟s desk
Over the past three years, I have
continuously observed a change in the
work of the Foundation. There is a
marked reorganization in the thought
and the functioning of the organization
and

yet

emphasis

maintaining
on

each

an

aspect

equal
of

the

concerts, organizing concerts and at
the same time putting efforts towards
research and archiving activities.
This year has also seen our first
association

with

the

Ministry

of

Culture, Government of India. I am also happy to share that we were delighted
to organize our long awaited dream of a Qawwali Festival, in both the cities of
Mumbai and Delhi. This year saw the Foundation‟s concert for Qawwali Music
for the first time in Mumbai. The response to traditional Qawwali by audiences
through emails and messages of appreciation for our programmes is extremely
heartwarming and propels us to continue working on this music form through
our foundation activities. In today‟s changing times of remixed music and five
minute dances cropping up from mediocre work in creative field is something
which is a disturbing trend and we renew our vows to work towards producing
and showcasing original creative work with known as well as marginal artists,
giving them the same platform for expression of their art.
I am happy to see that our work towards “The Qawwali Heritage Museum” is
progressing and we would like to continue similar work in other forms such as
the relatively less known Kashmiri Sufi Music. This year also saw us foray into
producing a short documentary by our member Amit Mehra and in the coming
years we would develop and explore the medium of film making for our projects.
Lastly, I would like to thank our supporters for supporting our activities us
throughout the year and making this year a success.
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Preserving the Art:
Dialogues from the mystics
The 22 Khwaja Project- „Mehboobe-Illahi‟
Date: 23rd September, 2011
Venue: Lotus Temple, New Delhi
Artists: Janaab Nurul Hassan and
Group & Ms. Manjari Chaturvedi
Started in 2010, this year‟s concert
was the second event planned
under this series of tribute concerts. The 22 Khwaja Project, is a long term
initiative started by Sufi Kathak Foundation, to create awareness about
the 22 Sufi Shrines located in Delhi, which have gone without any notice
through the years.
Through in- depth research and dedication by Manjari Chaturvedi and
Sufi Kathak Foundation, every year a tribute concert will be performed
dedicated to one Sufi Saint, from the 22 different shrines of Delhi. This
year‟s concert was dedicated to Hazrat Nizamuddin Auliya, one of the
known Sufi Saints in the world.
Hazrat Nizamuddin was one of the prime Sufi Saints from the Chistiyaah
order of Sufism. Traditional Artist and Qawwal Nurul Hassan performed
soul- stirring compositions written in praise of Mehboob-e-Illahi. Blended
together with Sufi Kathak performed by Ms. Manjari Chaturvedi, the
evening was a treat for the Delhi audience as divine Qawwali compositions
were performed against the serene backdrop of the moonlit Lotus Temple.
The audiences were also allowed a special night visit to the glowing white
Lotus Temple, after the performance.
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The Qawwali Project
As a support project, for „The Qawwali Heritage Museum‟, Sufi Kathak
Foundation started its new research and documentation project, called
„The Qawwali Project.‟ This unique initiative was conceptualized realising
the importance of 700 year intangible heritage of Sufi Qawwali of India
and its continuity for the future generations. It seeks to digitally archive
and record the Qawwali and Sufi Music of the Indian sub-continent which
acts as a unifying spiritual force connecting man to the almighty and to
bridge the gap between tradition on one hand, and the evolving society on
the other, by documenting the music and the self narrated stories of the
Qawwals in their lived reality.
The Qawwali Project in practice is a series of field recordings of the
various traditional and marginal Qawwali musicians located in villages
and the small towns of India, whose lives revolve around the practice of
this art form.
As a part of this project, Sufi Kathak Foundation recorded its first group of
Qawwali musicians located in Fatehpur Sikri, a small town close to Agra,
the city of the Taj Mahal. Fatehpur Sikri is known for the Sufi Shrine of
Hazrat Salim Chisti and the musicians that were recorded claim direct
lineage from original Qawwali singers. The digitally documented music
and interviews were then edited to create a short documentary film titled,
„The Qawwals‟ to create awareness about Qawwali music and the
musicians.
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Sama- a Mystical evening of Sufi Music
Date: 17th December 2011
Venue: Y. B. Chawan Centre, Mumbai
Artists: Janaab Nurul Hassan and Group
For the first time, Sufi Kathak Foundation made its presence felt in the
city of Mumbai. With support from our sponsors, Sufi Kathak Foundation
organized its first Qawwali concert in Mumbai. The Mumbai audience
comprised of all ages and each member was captivated by the soulful
tunes.
The evening began with the showcase of the film titled “The Qawwals”,
shot and directed by Mr. Amit Mehra which comprised of the fieldwork
done by Sufi Kathak Foundation, towards recording and archiving of the
700 year old heritage of Qawwali Music.
The Qawwals face a threat of survival, as
the practice of traditional Qawwali is not
sustaining
talented
vocations,

enough,
musicians
such

as

compelling
to

opt

these

for

other

carpenters,

auto

rickshaw drivers, peons etc. This has
impacted the survival of this traditional art
form, leaving no or few successors behind
for the further practice and continuity of
Qawwali music. The film raises these
issues mentioned above in the voices of
those, who face these troubles along with live performances, recorded in
their rickety old houses, whose walls speak more than they represent.
Janaab Nurul Hassan‟s performance followed the documentary film. His
voice echoed through the walls of Y.B. Chawan‟s centre and held on to the
listeners‟ attention till the end. Towards the end, Ms. Manjari Chaturvedi
spoke of the efforts and initiatives of Sufi Kathak Foundation.
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Ibaadat: A Qawwali Festival
Date: 11th February, 2012
Venue: Lotus Temple, New Delhi
Artists: Janaab Zaki and Zakir Ali from
Ajmer Sharif, Rajasthan & Janaab
Wajahat Hussain from Badayun, Uttar
Pradesh
Sufi Kathak Foundation organized a oneday Qawwali Festival in the month of February. The musicians were
brought specially from the towns of Ajmer in Rajasthan and Badayun in
Uttar Pradesh. Both towns are known for their respective Sufi Shrines or
Dargahs. These musicians are Qawwali Musicians, who perform day after
day at the Sufi Shrines in their respective town singing in praise of the
lord, helping the pilgrims to transcend them into a world of spiritualism
and divinity. In return, they receive a bare minimum from the visiting
pilgrims as alms for their sustenance.
“Ibaadat” was organized with the hope that these unknown yet talented
musicians receive a platform to showcase their talent on a larger platform
and connect to the wider society. Such events also provide these musicians
with income generating opportunities.
“The Qawwals” previously shown in Mumbai, was also showcased at the
festival for the Delhi audience to understand the nature of the work
undertaken by Sufi Kathak Foundation.
Mr. A.K. Garg, CMD, MTNL, the guest of honour for the event,
inaugurated the evening by lighting the lamp. Ms. Manjari Chaturvedi,
the president of Sufi Kathak Foundation also spoke on behalf of the
Foundation. The audiences were left stunned with the enchanting
performances and the music of the Qawwali Musicians which lasted for
over two hours.
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The Qawwali Heritage Museum
As a part of its conservation and promotion of art activities, Sufi Kathak
Foundation informally maintains a collection of books, audio recordings,
video recordings, instruments, compositions etc. The Qawwali Project,
which is an archiving initiative, is a support project to the Qawwali
Heritage museum, to expand the collection at The Qawwali Heritage
Museum.
At present, this informal archive is catalogued and is available to those
who are interested in knowing about the Sufi tradition of Qawwali, Sufism
and other related subjects. Sufi Kathak Foundation plans to expand the
current museum with help from external funding agencies.
We have been visited by scholars from other countries, which have shown
interest in the Foundation‟s activities and used the resources available in
the informal archive of the Foundation.
The Kashmiri Music Museum
Keeping in line with the archiving and preservation initiatives of Sufi
Kathak Foundation, this year also saw the birth of a new archiving
initiative. The members of the foundation realized the lack of importance
and significance given to Kashmiri music, which incorporates several local
forms of music such as Sufiyana Kalam, Dogri Music, and others. Due to
the disturbance in the region, the cultural activities if the region has been
reduced tremendously leading to a decline in the practice of music in
Kashmir, lack of performance opportunities and in future could result in a
complete extinction of the local music. Sufi Kathak Foundation pledges to
work towards the preservation of various styles of Kashmiri Music and by
partnering with other organization create a digital museum of the
Kashmiri Music archives.
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Empowering the Wanderers:
Pensions, Scholarships and Medical Support
As a part of its activities, Sufi Kathak Foundation has been supporting the
practitioners of Sufi Music and Qawwali Music for the past four years and
continues to do so. Sufi Kathak Foundations provides medical support,
pensions and annual scholarships to retired artists and the wives of
deceased artists and to keen students who do not possess the finances, for
pursuing courses in music and dance. This year onwards, these supports
and aids were converted into support schemes started, along with other
support schemes. The schemes are given below:
1. “Amir Khusrau Scholarship Scheme for Music” (Vocal and Instrumental) This scheme aims to financially support keen learners, enthusiasts and
students for learning music both vocal and instrumental.
2. “Manjari Chaturvedi Scholarship Scheme for Dance”- This scheme aims to
financially support keen learners, enthusiasts and students for learning
traditional dance forms of India.
3. “Mehboob-e-Illahi Annual Qawwali Award” for successful contribution in
spreading the Sufi message of peace and harmony through Qawwali- This
scheme is a one- time endowment award for a particular Qawwal for his
successful contribution in the field of Sufi Music and Qawwali music in
India.
4. “Saraswati Pension/Medical aid Scheme for women in performing arts” for
contribution in music and dance and related art forms- This scheme aims
to financially support scheme for a particular female musician for her
successful contribution in the field of traditional performing arts of India.
5. “Deva Sharif Pension/Medical aid Scheme” for support to retired needy
artists and Qawwali Musicians- This scheme aims to financially support
old needy artists and retired musicians and traditional artists for their
sustenance, who are unable to provide for themselves through their art.
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6. “Mevlana Rumi Project Grants” for experimental collaborations between
Sufi Music, Sufi Kathak and other forms of Music- This scheme aims to
support new and experimental collaborations between Sufi Music,
Qawwali and any other form of Music/ dance ending in a performance
recital at a suitable venue in New Delhi. Sufi Kathak Foundation will
support the artist in studio space, research and guidance and support
artists.
Below mentioned are the names who have been assisted by the Foundation
in the current financial year:
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S

Name

Support Under Scheme

Occupation

Duration

Reason for Support

Kafeel

“Deva Sharif Pension/Medical aid

Traditional

2007

Medical Support for

Hussain

Scheme” for support to retired

Qawwali Artist

no.
1

by-pass surgery

needy artists and Qawwali
Musicians
2

Suman

“Amir Khusrau Scholarship

Dube

Scheme for Music” (Vocal and

Student

August

Scholarship for

2008

studying

Instrumental music)

Hindustani Vocal
Music

3

Noorul

“Deva Sharif Pension/Medical aid

Traditional

Aug „09-

Pension

Hassan

Scheme” for support to retired

Qawwali Artist

March „12

“Amir Khusrau Scholarship

Student, son of

April „09-

Learning traditional

Scheme for Music” (Vocal and

Qawwal

March „12

percussion

needy artists and Qawwali
Musicians
4

Saif

Instrumental music)

instrument,
“Dholak”

5

6

Zarina

“Saraswati Pension/Medical aid

Last living court

March

Begum

Scheme for women in performing

singer, from

„10-

arts” for contribution in music and

Begum Akhtar‟s

March „12

dance and related art forms.

gharana

Mohd.

“Deva Sharif Pension/Medical aid

Dholak Player

Tariq.

Scheme” for support to retired

December

Pension

Medical support

„10

needy artists and Qawwali
Musicians
7

Bashar

“Amir Khusrau Scholarship

Hassan

Scheme for Music” (Vocal and

Son of Qawwal

August

Annual Scholarship

„10

for learning

Instrumental music)

Hindustani Vocal
Music and
harmonium

8

Kaniz

“Saraswati Pension/Medical aid

Wife of Qawwal

January

Fatma

Scheme for women in performing

„11-

arts” for contribution in music and

March „12

Medical Support

dance and related art forms.
9

Son of

“Amir Khusrau Scholarship

Neelam

Scheme for Music” (Vocal and

Tiwari

Instrumental music)
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Student

February

Annual Scholarship

„11

to learn music
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Sufi Kathak Foundation and
The people
Sufi Kathak Foundation through its initiatives in art and culture has
successfully touched the lives and hearts of many. The Foundation has
been successful in gaining faith and trust of those musicians who have
been exploited for their talent by many. Besides these, the foundation has
also established itself as a known body among the wider society, through
its concerts.
S no.

Event/ project

1

The 22 Khwaja Project:
Mehboob-e-Illahi

2

“The Qawwals” as a
part of The Qawwali
Project.
Sama: A Mystical
Evening of Sufi Music

3

4

Ibaadat: A Qawwali
Festival

5

The Qawwali Heritage
museum

6

“Deva Sharif
Pension/Medical aid
Scheme” for support to
retired needy artists and
Qawwali Musicians

7

“Saraswati
Pension/Medical aid
Scheme for women in
performing arts” for
contribution in music
and dance and related
art forms.
“Amir Khusrau
Scholarship Scheme for
Music” (Vocal and
Instrumental music)

8
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Supporters






Powergrid
SAIL
Pioneer Publicity
Bahai Auditorium
Self Funded



Powergrid










REC
MTNL
TATA Motors
BSNL
Buzz in town
Bahai Auditorium
Self Funded
Donations by Manjari
Chaturvedi (books,
audio recordings, video
etc)
 Donations
 Money raised through
the previous fund
raising concerts

Number of Artists/ Beneficiaries/
volunteers/ participants

Audience
participation

 6 Qawwals
 5 student volunteers
 7 other helping hands

632 Attendees

 5 Qawwals from Fatehpur
Sikri
 3 organization members
 6 Qawwals
 2 volunteers
 7 other helping hands
 16 Qawwals
 2 Volunteers
 7 other helping hands

 4 member
research team

 2 Student Volunteers
 2 organization members

 2 research
scholars
 Other
unaccounted
visitors
N/A

 1 retired needy musician from
Lucknow

700 Attendees

632 Attendees

 Donations
 Money raised through
the previous fund
raising concerts

 1 retired musician from
Lucknow
 Wife of one retired musician

N/A

 Donations
 Money raised through
the previous fund raising
concerts

 1 avid learner of Indian
Classical music

N/A
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Some Responses from
Audience and Media in 2011- 12
To,
SUFI KATHAK
FOUNDATION
Wonderful program
yesterday at Chavan,
Mumbai! THANKS.
Dear Manjari,
The concert was
beautiful and
powerful.
This was my first
qawwali concert, and
I learned
tremendously about
the art form.
Thank you for sharing
this with the audience.
Please do keep us
informed of more
events, such as this
one.
Wishing you and the
performers all the
best,
Darshini
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Do put me on your mailing
list and email invitations to
forthcoming programs and
activities.
Regards,
Shyam Idnani

"At the very outset I am compelled to
thank you and remain ever grateful to
the Master for blessing the evening with
such grace. Faiz was pouring down and
the Naad has become permanent in my
heart. My heart is still dancing to the
power and creation of taandava with
love and devotion. Blessed are the ones
who sang to his glory and blessed too
are the ones who could be present in
that glorious celebration .Further words
have no meaning.........................."
love to all Jagadish
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Some Responses from
Audience and Media in 2011- 12
It was a scintillating evening of
Ibaadat....thanks for making it
possible for us to immerse ourselves
in music that was so
uplifting.....next time around I'd be
happy to volunteer to help with the
work....
- Arun Kumbhat

Thanks
It was amazing and
soul stirring evening.
Both groups were fantastic
difficult to say who was better
Keep up the good work and hope
this tradition of Qawwali goes on
and on for more than 700 years
All the best
Regards
Lata Pall
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Funds and Finances
(Raising and Utilizing)
Corporate Fund Raising
Sufi Kathak Foundation has raised finances for its various projects, by
approaching sponsors and support from various corporate houses
mentioned below. This year the Ministry of Culture assisted Sufi Kathak
Foundation in its initiatives. Besides this other support in kind (venue
partners, publicity support etc.) was also received for its other projects.
S no

Organization

Support Received

1

Powergrid Corporation Pvt. Ltd.

Monetary Assistance/ Sponsorship

2

SAIL

Monetary Assistance/ Sponsorship

3

Pioneer Publicity

Publicity Support

4

Bahai House of Worship

Venue Support

5

Ministry of Culture

Monetary Assistance/ Sponsorship

6

Rural Electrification Corporation of India

Monetary Assistance/ Sponsorship

7

Mahanagar Telephone Nigam Limited

Monetary Assistance/ Sponsorship

8

Tata Motors Limited

Monetary Assistance/ Sponsorship

9

Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited

Monetary Assistance/ Sponsorship

10

Buzz in Town

Media Partner
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Sufi Kathak Foundation:
The Organization
Sufi Kathak Foundation Board Members
S No.

Name

Nationality

Office held in the
Association, if any

1

Ms. MANJARI CHATURVEDI

India

President

2

Mr. AMIT MEHRA

India

Treasurer

3

Ms. TINA KHANNA

India

General Secretary

4

Ms. SAVI MULL

India

Member

5

Ms. DAHLIA SEN OBEROI

India

Member

6

Mr. ABHAY MEHROTRA

India

Member

7

Ms. AMBICA VERMA

India

Member

8

Ms. PUJA JHAVER

India

Member

9

Mr. SANKALP MEHROTRA

India

Member

10

Mr. K S CHATURVEDI

India

Member

11

Ms. PRIYANKA CHATURVEDI

India

Member

TIWARI

Sufi Kathak Foundation
(Registered Society no. 61883)
J-237, Saket, Basement,
New Delhi-110017
Phone: 011 41764860
Landline: 91-9810345081
Email: sufikathakfoundation@gmail.com
Web: www.sufikathak.com
www.youtube.com/sufikathak, www.sufikathakfoundation.blogspot.com
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